"I don’t know how we got along without them...

We make asphalt, so we use a tremendous amount of sand. Our bins would clog pretty regularly because the sand would get sticky as steam and condensation got trapped inside. I guess that we just accepted clearing the clogs as part of our normal maintenance process. Someone would climb up to the bin and bang on it with a sledge hammer until sand started flowing again. Looking back, I can’t believe how much material, time, and money we wasted clearing clogs. Since we started using VIBCO Vibrators, we have consistent material flow, we’re not wasting product, and we’ve been able to eliminate a costly piece of our maintenance workflow. Honestly, I don’t know how we got along without them."

Production Manager, Kevin S., Virginia

Model 2P-450
Heavy Duty Electric Vibrator

- 3,600 VPM
- 1,100 lbs of force
- 1/2 Horse Power
- 64 dB from A-Scale at 1 meter

CLICK HERE FOR ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DETAILS

ALTERNATE MODELS

- BVS-510 Silent Pneumatic Turbine Vibrator
- SCR-1000 Adjustable Speed & Force Electric Vibrator